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A growing FBO network
Global Trek Aviation is a multi-award-winning UK FBO network
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aunched in 2015, Global Trek
Aviation introduced its first full
service FBO at Belfast International
Airport (EGAA). 2019 saw the successful
launch of its second state-of-the-art
FBO jet centre and operations at Cardiff
International Airport (CWL).
Operating at two strategic capital city
airports in Northern Ireland and Wales has
given Global Trek Aviation a significant
footprint within the UK business aviation
marketplace. As the market leaders in
Northern Ireland since 2016 and with a
wealth of experience behind them, it is
evident that Global Trek Aviation intends
to repeat this success in Wales.

Lower carbon footprint
Global Trek Aviation invested heavily in
designing and building environmentally
friendly state-of-the-art private jet centres.
The goal to reduce the carbon footprint of
the facility continues through to its day-today operation and to the aircraft ground
support servicing equipment.

Above: Global
Trek can arrange
convenient private
transportation to a
final destination
Below: All aircraft
ground handling and
aircraft refuelling is
performed in-house

Our team – your safety
In a highly competitive market, Global
Trek Aviation has been very successful in
attracting new business to its locations.
The ability to respond quickly to changes
and be flexible to clients’ needs has been
identified as one of the core strengths of
the company. In order to undertake this
customer driven approach, the Global
Trek Aviation team have been trained to
the highest level within a safety culture
and customer service capacity.
Every member of the Global Trek
team is trained and certified to marshal,
refuel an aircraft, carry out all the aircraft
servicing and to work in operations to
provide flight support and flight planning
services. This allows the team to react
quickly to client requests and to increase
their overall safety awareness around an
aircraft, where there may be many tasks
taking place at any given time. This is
achieved with comprehensive in-house
training, as well as, NATA Safety 1st
Professional Line Service Training, and
aircraft specific training.
Global Trek know that the people
make the difference and the company
demonstrates this by focusing on ensuring
its people are the best and investing
heavily in supporting their team with this.

Growth from excellence
Amongst many accolades Global Trek’s
FBO in Belfast won the FBO of the Year
2019 award – Northern Ireland. The
company adopts the philosophy that the
only way to guarantee high end service
levels, is to be self-sufficient, therefore all
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Vital
statistics
Airports: Belfast International
Airport and Cardiff
International Airport
Operating hours: 24/7
Services: Full ground handling
services, customs and immigration,
fueling, VIP catering, direct
ramp transfers, private lounges

aircraft ground handling/servicing and
aircraft refuelling is performed in-house.
This ensures a very cost-effective delivery
of service, at a time and manner to suit
the customer, as the core priority.
This year at Cardiff International
Airport, Global Trek has repeated the
process that made them so successful
in Northern Ireland. It built a brand-new
state-of-the-art and unrivalled jet centre
at the airport. It invested heavily in aircraft
ground support equipment and refuelling
capabilities, in order to guarantee a client
service. This introduced the first dedicated
full service FBO in Wales, with in-house
refuelling capabilities, in-house ground
support equipment, and a world class
jet centre, with private lounges, private
offices, integrated security screening and
crew rest areas. As well as a refreshment
bar, shower facilities, UKBF clearance and
much more that the corporate jet clients
and crews expect and are accustomed to.
With its corporate offices in Scotland,
providing management support and
remote flight support services, the Global
Trek Aviation FBO network is expected to
continue its growth well into the future.
Business Airport International readers
can benefit from a 50% discount on
handling at both Global Trek Aviation
locations at Belfast International Airport
and Cardiff International Airport when
quoting CG007.
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